


Firmed renewable power supply on major grid lines at 
Port Augusta, South Australia 

14D owned and operated

Development approval (DA) in place:
• 70MWac Solar PV generation
• 150MW Concentrated Solar Plant (CSP)

Staged approach to project
• Stage 1 – consists of PV + BESS*
• Stage 2 – addition of long duration TESS# storage
• Further stages with additional PV and other 

technologies such as CSP

Carefully selected location with high irradiance, close 
grid connections and direct access to a skilled labour 
force

*Battery energy storage system

# Thermal energy storage system



The National Electricity Market connected hybrid power station with solar PV, battery and TESS will attract multiple sources of 
revenue across wholesale energy, frequency control and ancillary services (FCAS) markets 

Realising this potential and attracting capital financing requires consultants to model forward revenues and undertake engineering 
design for transmission and NEM  connection.



Simulated system of annual revenue for a 70MW PV 
plant with battery storage size ranging from zero up to 
140MWh under a range of historical NEM market data 
for South Australia. 

Source: ITP Renewables

ITP Renewables modelled a hybrid solar power plant on the Aurora Project to maximise National Electricity Market (NEM) wholesale 
and ancillary services (FCAS) revenue. Their simulation of the past five years showed annual revenues ranging from $44m to $80m 
based on full share of FCAS market. Future revenue depends on capturing a proportion of this growth market, sales of energy on the 
NEM and through retailers. The regulatory market is adjusting and is expected to create further revenues for energy supply security.

Click here for full announcement

https://1414degrees.com.au/positive-outlook-for-aurora-revenues/


ITP Renewables modelled a TESS and BESS hybrid solar power plant on the Aurora Project to maximise National Electricity 
Market (NEM) wholesale and ancillary services (FCAS) revenue. Their simulation of the past five years showed that a 
combination of TESS and BESS storage increases potential revenue generation from the site through more flexibility of frequency 
response. Future revenue depends on capturing a proportion of this growth market, sales of energy on the NEM and through 
retailers. The regulatory market is adjusting and is expected to create further revenues for energy supply security.

Click here for full announcement

https://1414degrees.com.au/results-tess-and-aurora/


Revenues
• NEM energy trading and PPA revenue generation

• Negotiation underway with retailer for 50GWh PPA from PV

• BESS can generate substantial revenue from FCAS and arbitrage markets

• TESS can generate revenues from FCAS and synchronous energy supplyProject readiness
• 40-year project lease in 

place

• Development approved

• Heritage Agreement in 
place

• Native Vegetation 
Clearance Permit granted

• Transmission connection 
process underway

Capital Investment
• Stage 1: ~$130 -$150m AUD



This disclaimer applies to this presentation and the information contained in it (the “Presentation”). By reading this disclaimer you agree to be bound by it.

The Presentation has been prepared by 1414 Degrees Limited (ACN 138 803 620) and relates to its subsidiaries, related parties and any new entity subsequently incorporated following the date on which the 
Presentation was prepared (collectively “Company”).

The Presentation was prepared on the 21st of September 2020 and the information in it is subject to change.

Distribution outside Australia

Distribution or release of this document outside Australia may be restricted by law. This document may only be distributed or released to a person that is not in the United States except as permitted under the 
U.S Securities Act. Persons who come into possession of this document who are not in Australia should seek advice on and observe any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with such restrictions may 
constitute a violation of applicable securities laws.

Not an Offer or Financial Product Advice

The Presentation does not constitute an offer, invitation, solicitation or recommendation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security in the Company nor does it constitute financial product advice. The 
Presentation is not a prospectus, product disclosure statement or other offer document under Australian law or under any other law. The Presentation has not been led, registered or approved by regulatory 
authorities in any jurisdiction. The Presentation is not intended to be relied upon as advice or a recommendation to investors and does not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation, taxation 
situation or needs of any particular investor. An investor must not act on the basis of any matter contained in the Presentation but must make its own assessment of the Company and conduct its own 
investigations and analysis. Investors should assess their own individual financial circumstances and consider talking to a financial adviser, professional adviser or consultant before making any investment 
decision.

Purpose 

The Presentation is for information purposes only and is an overview and does not contain all information necessary to make an investment decision. The Presentation is of a general nature and does not purport 
to be complete or verified by the Company. Subject to any continuing obligations under applicable law, the Company does not have any responsibility or obligation to inform you of any matter arising or coming 
to their notice, after the date of the Presentation, which may affect any matter referred to in the Presentation.

Incomplete Document 

While reasonable care has been taken in relation to the preparation of the Presentation, the Company and its directors, officers, employees, contractors, agents, or advisers (“Limited Party”) guarantees or makes 
any representations or warranties, express or implied, as to or takes responsibility for, the accuracy, reliability, completeness or fairness of the information, opinions, forecasts, reports, estimates and conclusions 
contained in the Presentation. No Limited Party represents or warrants that the Presentation is complete or that it contains all information about the Company that a prospective investor or purchaser may 
require in evaluating a possible investment in the Company or acquisition of shares in the Company. To the maximum extent permitted by law, each Limited Party expressly disclaims any and all liability, including, 
without limitation, any liability arising out of fault or negligence, for any loss arising from the use of or reliance on information contained in the Presentation including representations or warranties or in relation 
to the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements, opinions, forecasts, reports or other matters, express or implied, contained in, arising out or derived from, or for omissions from the Presentation 
including, without limitation, any financial information, any estimates or projections and any other financial information derived therefrom.

Forward-Looking Statements

The Presentation includes forward-looking statements and comments about future events, including the Company’s expectations about the performance of its businesses. Forward-looking words such as 
“expect”, “should”, “could”, “may”, “predict”, “plan”, “will”, “believe”, “forecast”, “estimate”, “target” or other similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Such statements involve 
known and unknown risks, uncertainties, assumptions and other important factors, many of which are beyond the control of the Company and which may cause actual results, performance or achievements to 
differ materially from those expressed or implied by such statements. Forward-looking statements are provided as a general guide only, and should not be relied on as an indication or guarantee of future 
performance. Given these uncertainties, recipients are cautioned to not place undue reliance on any forward-looking statement. Subject to any continuing obligations under applicable law, the Company disclaims 
any obligation or undertaking to disseminate any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statements in the Presentation to reflect any change in expectations in relation to any forward- looking statements or 
any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statement is based. Past performance is not indicative of future performance and no guarantee of future returns is implied or given.




